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MARKET ENVIRONMENT
The COVID-19 pandemic inflicted considerable 
hardship on Main Street America, but conversely 
resulted in impressive gains for Wall Street.  The year 
will likely be remembered for its remarkable 
resilience, leading to another year of meaningful 
wealth accumulation for investors.  In our view, the 
well-worn advice, “Don’t fight the Fed”, has never 
been more apropos.  In addition, the virtues of 
investing in steady and reliable earnings and cash 
flow growth leading to attractive and durable 
dividend growth were sidelined for much of this year.  
Consider that non-dividend paying stocks 
outperformed dividend payers this year by a 
substantial margin, a historically unsustainable 
outcome.   

During the fourth quarter, confidence that the success 
of COVID-19 vaccines may lead to an acceleration 
in consumer spending and business activity inspired a 
rally in economically sensitive areas of the market 
including energy, financials and industrials.  At the 
same time, investors continued to bid up some of the 
year’s winners such as communication services but 
did not favor real estate investment trusts (REITS), 

consumer staples and utilities.   

Throughout the year we have written about the strong 
factor effects influencing benchmark performance.  
These forces have remained in play but for a shift to 
more economically sensitive investments recently as 
the success of vaccines for COVID-19 were 
announced.  The predominance of easy money 
inspired by the Federal Reserve actions continues to 
find its way into high growth assets.  The clear winner 
among US equities this year was a narrow cadre of 
growth stocks as liquidity chased limited growth in a 
world marked by economic shutdowns.  The 
explosive performance of new offerings such as 
DoorDash Inc. and Airbnb Inc. on their first days of 
trading is indicative of an overabundance of cash 
chasing performance.  Value indices, with their higher 
weight in more economically sensitive names, vastly 
underperformed during the year notwithstanding a 
late year bounce.   

Related to fixed income, in a backdrop that included 
positive vaccine news and continued stimulus 
progress, corporate bonds generally outperformed 
U.S. Treasuries.  During the quarter, Treasury 

Secretary Steven Mnuchin signaled that several of 
the facilities, including the Secondary Market 
Corporate Credit Facility, designed to support and 
restore confidence during the pandemic would not 
be extended to allow the purchase of new assets 
beyond the December 31, 2020 expiration date.  
Following its final meeting of 2020, the Federal 
Reserve indicated that economic activity and 
employment continue to improve following the 
pandemic induced lows earlier in the year and that 
the future path of the economy hinges on the course 
of COVID-19.  The Committee suggested it remains 
committed to using its full range of tools in its effort to 
achieve maximum employment and inflation at a rate 
of 2% over the long term.   At year end, the target 
range for the federal funds rates rested at 0.00% -
0.25%.  During the quarter, the benchmark 10-year 
US Treasury yield increased from 0.68% to 0.91%.
The strategy’s fixed income benchmark, the 
Bloomberg Barclay’s Intermediate U.S. 
Government/Credit Index , was up 0.48% during the 
quarter, while the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 
Aggregate index was up 0.67%.  (yield and index 
information sourced from Bloomberg).
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW
The final quarter of the year saw the Logan Dividend 
Performers Balanced strategy underperform its 
blended benchmark although absolute performance 
was attractive.  In equities, allocation and selection 
effects were negative in the quarter due to the narrow 
focus of market performance on large growth as well 
as lower quality cyclicals.  The fixed income portion of 
balanced accounts trailed the benchmark as the 
selection in corporates and U.S. Treasuries detracted 
from performance.   

The information technology and utilities sectors 
contributed to relative performance during the quarter.  

Our stock selection within the information technology 
sector positively impacted our performance in the 
fourth quarter.  Our outperformance was driven by 
stock selection concentrated in the human capital 
management and semiconductor industries which 
more than offset the continued outperformance of 
non-dividend paying information technology stocks. 

Stock selection within and allocation to the utilities 
sector also positively impacted performance.  Our 
lone utility holding reported solid third quarter results 
helping it to outpace the sector during the fourth 
quarter.  Additionally, we were slightly underweight 
the utilities sector which was one of the worst 
performing S&P 500 Index  sectors during the fourth 
quarter.

In fixed income, the strategy’s overweight allocation 
to corporate bonds and underweight allocation to 
U.S. Treasuries contributed to performance given 
corporate bonds as a category outperformed U.S. 
Treasuries.    

Conversely, the consumer staples and health care 
sectors detracted from relative performance during the 
quarter.   

The consumer staples sector underperformed during 
the quarter, owing to a meaningful overweight, as 
well as extreme performance from a revival in growth-
oriented staples as the market rotated from stable 
growth into more speculative names which 
subsequently negatively impacted stock selection.  
Categories that suffered during the early days of the 
pandemic, namely beauty, on-premise alcohol, and 
also beaten up food names, many of which had cut 
dividends in prior years or in the heart of the 
shutdowns, roared back in the final quarter of the 
year.  Our stable growth orientation and 
diversification were neither significant beneficiaries of 
a shutdown environment, nor seen as extremely 
leveraged to a reopening trade and as a result were 
“stuck in the middle” during the quarter.  

Lastly, our overweight in the health care sector 
detracted from performance during the quarter as did 
our stock selection.  Investors positioned themselves in 
stocks which they perceived would benefit from a 
reopening of the economy which negatively impacted 
our performance in certain biotechnology and 
pharmaceutical holdings during the quarter. 

In fixed income, the strategy’s selection in corporate 
bonds and U.S. Treasuries detracted from 
performance.  Conforming with the quarter’s 
preference for “risk on” assets, lower quality and 
longer duration corporate bonds tended to 
outperform while longer duration U.S Treasuries 
tended to underperform as the U.S Treasury yield 

curve steepened.

The following is a summary of the new buys and sales 
implemented in the portfolio during the quarter.   

We recently initiated a position in a managed care 
organization.  

We recently sold our position in a provider of 
networking equipment. Recent order growth rates 
have disappointed due to weakness cited with its 
commercial and enterprise clients especially with small 
and medium-sized businesses. These reasons led us 
to redeploy the proceeds in favor of better ideas. 

In addition, we sold a small position in a large 
domestic downstream energy company.  
Unfortunately, we believe the recovery in demand for 
consumer and transportation related fuels will be tepid 
due to behavior patterns that have irrevocably 
changed due to the pandemic.  Work from home 
protocols and more virtual meetings are likely to 
forever change travel patterns.  In addition, we see an 
acceleration in the acceptance of electric and hybrid 
automobiles and trucks.  In our view, this has caused a 
vast decrease in capacity utilization in the global 
energy complex as well as an oversupply in oil 
productive capacity.  We think it will take some time 
for demand to recover and utilization to tighten to 
generate attractive cash flow margins.  In view of this 
risk, we are reallocating to other more attractive 
ideas. 

During the quarter, in fixed income we sold our 
position in the U.S. Treasury, 2.25%, 7/31/2021 
and used the proceeds to purchase a new position in 
U.S. Treasury, 2.875%, 8/15/2028.
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This trade extended the duration as well as increasing 
the average yield to maturity and the average coupon 
of the portfolio. 

The strategy’s fixed income asset allocation at the end 
of the quarter remained approximately 50% in U.S. 
Treasuries and 50% in corporate bonds. The strategy 
is overweight corporate bonds and underweight 
U.S.Treasuries/Government-related bonds. Within 
corporates, we are overweight financials and 
information technology. Finally, the duration is 
modestly short of the benchmark.
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PORTFLIO OUTLOOK
We, like the rest of the world, look forward to a post-
pandemic environment where masks and lockdowns 
are things talked about in the past tense.  That said, 
we think 2021 will still be influenced by the 
pandemic.  Early success with vaccines and continued 
monetary stimulus combined with the second tranche 
of fiscal stimulus should translate into continued gains 
in equity markets.  However, as the year progresses, it 
is likely investors curb their enthusiasm as policy 
makers begin downshifting their economic support to 
avoid overheating and hefty government debt levels.  
High valuations amid growth stocks in the face of a 
potential market rotation are two significant risks to a 
positive outlook.   

Investors are likely to favor more economically 
sensitive names moving into the year as business 
growth responds to reopening actions supported by 
stimulus funds.  In general, we think accelerating 
economic growth will lead to a broadening out of 
stock performance versus the high concentration of 
index returns this year from large capitalization growth 
stocks.  In fact, index returns may be hampered by 
high valuation in many of the growth names, the 
rotation to cyclical names and a new administration 
that may bring a heavier regulatory hand to the 
leaders of the digital age.  We see a successful 
vaccination campaign alleviating the lockdowns over 
time, as a predominance of the willing populace is 
likely vaccinated by late summer. 

The contrast between dividend paying stocks and 
fixed income assets is likely to gain more attention in 
the coming months.  We see interest rates remaining 
low, for the time being, given expectations for low 
inflation to continue.  However, we see the potential 

for long-term treasury yields to rise modestly, thus 
leading to a more challenged capital return outlook 
for longer-dated fixed income assets.  Given this 
scenario, we think investors will consider gravitating to 
dividend growth stocks with attractive yields as they 
look to their income and capital growth needs.  A 
growing stream of income in addition to the potential 
for upside sounds like an attractive proposition versus 
the current yield of bonds.  The underperformance of 
many high-quality dividend paying stocks this year 
only makes the setup more inviting for investors in our 
view.  However, we are still mindful that fixed income 
continues to offer capital preservation attributes to 
portfolios in what could certainly be another year of 
surprises. 

Overall, we hope both Main Street and Wall Street 
share attractive outcomes in 2021.  The Logan 
Capital Dividend Performers team wishes you the best 
of success in the coming year! 
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This material represents an assessment of the market 
and economic environment at a specific point in time 
and is not intended to be a forecast of future events, 
or a guarantee of future results.  Forward looking 
statements are subject to certain risks and 
uncertainties.  Actual results, performance, or 
achievements may differ materially from those 
expressed or implied.  Information is based on data 
gathered from what we believe are reliable sources.  
It is not guaranteed as to accuracy, does not purport 
to be complete and is not intended to be used as a 
primary basis for investment decisions.  It should also 
not be construed as advice meeting the particular 
investment needs of any investor.  Past performance 
does not guarantee future returns. 

Indices are unmanaged, and investors cannot invest 
directly in an index.  Unless otherwise noted, 
performance of indices do not account for any fees, 
commissions or other expenses that would be 
incurred.  Returns do not include reinvested dividends. 

The Standard and Poor’s 500 is an unmanaged 
group of securities considered to be representative of 
the stock market in general.  It is a market value 
weighted index with each stock’s weight in the index 
proportionate to its market value.  

Bloomberg Barclay’s Intermediate U.S. 
Government/Credit Index includes both corporate 
(publicly-issued, fixed-rate, nonconvertible, investment 
grade, dollar-denominated, SEC-registered, 
corporate dept.) and government (Treasury Bond 
index, Agency Bond index, 1-3 Year Government 
index, and the 20+-Year treasury) indexes, including 
bonds with maturities up to ten years. The returns we 
publish for the index are total returns, which include 

reinvestment of dividends. 

Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index provides a 
broad-based measure of the global investment grade 
fixed-rate debt markets. It is comprised of the U.S. 
Aggregate, Pan-European Aggregate, and the Asian-
Pacific Aggregate Indexes. It also includes a wide 
range of standard and customized sub-indices by 
liquidity constraint, sector, quality and maturity.
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Supplemental to a ful ly compliant GIPS Report.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. The 
holding identi f ied do not represent al l  of the securi t ies 
purchased, sold or recommended for advisory cl ients.  
The views expressed are those of Logan Capital.  Any 
securi t ies, sectors or industr ies discussed should not be 
perceived as investment recommendations; any securi ty 
discussed may no longer be held in an account’s 
portfol io.  I t  should not assumed that investment in any of 
the securi t ies, sectors or industr ies l isted were or wil l  
prove to be profi table.  Sector or industry weights of any 
specif ic account can vary based on investment restr ict ions 
applicable to that account.  The securi t ies discussed do 
not represent an account’s ent ire portfol io and in 
aggregate may only represent a small percentage of an 
account’s portfol io holdings. 

TEN LARGEST PORTFOLIO HOLDINGS

% OF PORTFOLIOTOP FIVE EQUITY HOLDINGS

Microsoft Corporation 4.1%

Apple Inc. 3.8%

Visa Inc. Class A 2.9%

Abbott Laboratories 2.7%

Johnson & Johnson 2.5%

TOP FIVE FIXED HOLDINGS

Microsoft Corporation 2.4% 08-aug-2026 4.0%

Merck & Co., Inc. 2.75% 10-feb-2025 3.8%

Morgan Stanley 3.875% 29-apr-2024 3.7%

Government Of The United States Of America 2.75% 15-feb-
2024

3.7%

Government Of The United States Of America 2.625% 30-jun-
2023

3.6%

LOGAN AUM+AUA

Strategy AUM $162M

Strategy AUA $233M

Firm AUA $1,312M

Firm AUM $2,240M

Total Firm AUM+AUA $3,552M

Numbers are subject to rounding differences
AUA has a one month data lag

LONG-TERM
TRACK RECORD

TOTAL RETURN 
NET OF FEES

TOTAL RETURN 
PURE GROSS OF 

FEES

60% SP500 / 
40% BC INT 

GOVT CREDIT 

QTD 5.4% 5.9% 7.5%

YTD 6.3% 8.4% 14.3%

3 Year 8.2% 10.8% 10.7%

5 Year 7.7% 10.6% 10.8%

10 Year 5.7% 8.7% 9.7%

Since Inception† 4.3% 7.4% 8.1%

Annualized Returns (as of 12/31/2020). Time period greater than YTD is annualized. 
†Inception of (12/31/2002)
Reference performance disclosure
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†Inception 12/31/02
*Logan Capital data starts 02/01/19
N/A – Data is not available for time period.
N.M. - Information is not statistically meaningful due to an insufficient number  of portfolios 
in the composite for the entire year.

Logan Capital Management, Inc.
Performance Results:  Dividend Performers Balanced Wrap Composite

December 31, 2002 through December 31, 2020 

Year
Total Return 
Net of Fees 

Total Return 
Pure Gross of 

Fees

60 % S&P 
500/40% 

Barclays Int. 
Gov't Credit  

Number of 
Accounts

Composite 
Dispersion 

Gross of Fees 

Composite 3-
Yr Gross Std

Dev

60 % S&P 
500/40% 

Barclays Int. 
Gov't Credit 3-Yr 

Gross Std Dev

Composite 3-
Yr Gross 

Sharpe Ratio

Assets in 
Composite 
($millions)

% of Firm 
Assets

Firm Assets 
($millions)

2020 6.3% 8.4% 14.3% 375 0.5% 10.2% 11.2% 0.9 $146 6.5% $2,240
2019* 19.7% 22.0% 21.3% 347 N/A 6.2% 7.1% 1.8 $144 7.0% $2,050
2018 -0.3% 2.8% -2.0% 893 N/A 5.8% 6.3% 1.2 $250
2017 10.5% 13.9% 13.6% 1112 1.3% 5.8% 5.8% 1.0 $323
2016 3.6% 6.8% 8.1% 1047 0.6% 6.1% 6.3% 0.6 $279
2015 -3.8% -0.9% 1.5% 1051 0.3% 6.2% 6.3% 1.1 $273
2014 3.1% 6.3% 9.4% 1117 0.6% 5.5% 5.5% 0.2 $324
2013 13.2% 16.7% 18.1% 1270 0.2% 7.4% 7.2% 0.1 $363
2012 5.3% 8.6% 11.2% 968 0.5% 9.2% 8.8% 0.8 $250
2011 1.1% 4.2% 3.9% 980 0.3% 11.0% 11.3% 0.9 $238

Annualized Returns  (12/31/2020)

Year
Total Return 
Net of Fees

Total Return 
PureGross of Fees

60 % S&P 
500/40% 

Barclays Int. 
Gov't Credit

YTD 6.3% 8.4% 14.3%
3 Year 8.2% 10.8% 10.7%
5 Year 7.7% 10.6% 10.8%

10 Year 5.7% 8.7% 9.7%
Since Inception† 4.3% 7.4% 8.1%
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Logan Dividend Performers Balanced Wrap Composite contains fully discretionary dividend performers balanced accounts, measured against a blended index of 60% S&P 
500 and 40% Bloomberg Barclays Intermediate Government/Credit. You cannot invest directly in an index. The S&P 500 Index seeks to reflect the risk and return of all 
large cap companies and is also is used as a proxy for all of the total stock market. It tracks the 500 most widely held stocks on the NYSE or NASDAQ and is widely 
regarded as the best single gauge of large-cap U.S. equities. The Bloomberg Barclays Intermediate US Government/Credit Bond Index is a broad-based flagship 
benchmark that measures the non-securitized component of the US Aggregate Index with less than 10 years to maturity. The index includes investment grade, US dollar-
denominated, fixed-rate treasuries, government-related and corporate securities. The blended benchmark selected is rebalanced monthly and includes the reinvestment of 
dividends and income, but does not reflect fees, brokerage commissions, withholding taxes, or other expenses of investing. This benchmark is used for comparative purposes 
only and generally reflects the risk and investment style of the composite. The sharpe ratio is included to help investors understand the return of an investment compared to its 
risk. The ratio is the average return earned in excess of the risk-free rate (90 Day U.S. TBill) per unit of volatility or total risk.
60% of the strategy invests in US securities with a market capitalization over $2 billion at time of purchase.  A small portion of the strategy (<15%) can be invest in ADR's. 
Turnover is low, typically under 35% and holdings range between 35 to 50 equity positions and 6 to 14 fixed income positions. 40% of the strategy invests in investment 
grade notes and bonds with a short to intermediate-term duration. Only accounts paying wrap fees are included.  There is no minimum account size for this composite 
currently, but prior to April 1, 2009 there was a $100,000 asset minimum required to be included in the strategy. 
Logan Capital Management, Inc. claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has prepared and presented this report in compliance 
with the GIPS standards. Logan Capital Management, Inc. has been independently verified for the periods April 1, 1994 through December 31, 2019. A copy of the 
verification report(s) is/are available upon request. A firm that claims compliance with the GIPS standards must establish policies and procedure for complying with all the 
applicable requirements of the GIPS standards. Verification provides assurance on whether the firm's policies and procedures related to composite and pooled fund 
maintenance, as well as the calculation, presentation, and distribution of performance, have been designed in compliance with the GIPS standards and have been 
implemented on a firm-wide basis. Verification does not provide assurance on the accuracy of any specific performance report.   
GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute. CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of the content 
contained herein.
Logan Capital Management, Inc. is a privately owned Pennsylvania-based investment adviser registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission under the Investment 
Advisers Act of 1940.  Registration as an investment adviser does not imply a certain level of skill or training.  The verbal and written communications of an investment adviser 
provide you with information you need to determine whether to hire or retain the adviser. The firm maintains a complete list and description of composites, which is available 
upon request.
Results are based on fully discretionary accounts under management, including those accounts no longer with the firm.  Past performance is not indicative of future results.  
The U.S. Dollar is the currency used to express performance. Returns are presented gross and net of management fees and include the reinvestment of all income. Accounts 
in the composite pay a bundled wrap fee based on a percentage of assets under management.  Other than portfolio management, this fee includes brokerage commissions, 
portfolio monitoring, consulting services, and in some cases, custodial services. Wrap fee accounts make up 100% of the composite for all periods shown. Pure gross returns 
are shown as supplemental information, as gross returns are not reduced by transaction costs. Net of fee performance was calculated by reducing the gross return by the 
highest wrap fee (0.50% quarterly fee). The annual composite dispersion presented is an asset-weighted standard deviation calculated for the accounts in the composite the 
entire year.  Additional information regarding the policies for valuing investments, calculating performance, and preparing GIPS Reports are available upon request
The investment management fee schedule for non-wrap accounts is as follows: 65 basis points on the first $25 million, 55 basis points on the next $25 million, 45 basis points 
on the next $25 million and 35 basis points on the next $25 million. Fees for accounts with over $100 million in assets are negotiable. Minimum fee is $32,500. Actual 
investment advisory fees incurred by clients may vary. Wrap fee schedules are provided by independent wrap sponsors and are available upon request from the respective 
wrap sponsor. Total annual fees charged by wrap sponsors are generally in the range of 2.0% to 3.0% annually. 
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The Logan Dividend Performers Balanced Wrap Composite was created February 1, 2019. Performance presented prior to February 1, 2019 occurred while the original 
members of the Portfolio Management Team were affiliated with a prior firm and those Portfolio Management Team members were the only individuals primarily responsible for 
selecting the securities to buy and sell.


